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ON CONSEQUENCES OF THE 
BANACH-KURATOWSKI THEOREM FOR STONE 

ALGEBRA VALUED MEASURES 

ZDENKA RIECANOVA 

1. Introduction, definitions, notation 

The aim of this paper is to present for Stone algebra valued measures or 
submeasure an analogy of the classical Banach problem of the existence of a 
nontrivial cr-additive real-valued measure on the family of all subsets of the 
interval <0, 1> which is zero in all one point subsets ([17], p. 141). 

The theory of Stone algebra valued measures has been developed in [4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 9, 10 and 11]. A compact Hausdorff space S is Stonean if the closure of 
every open set is open. We let C(S) denote the space of all continuous real-
valued functions on S with the usual linear structure, norm and order. Such 
C(S) is called a Stone algebra. M. H. Stone [3] showed that each bounded subset 
of the vector lattice C(Q) of real continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff 
space Q has a least upper bound in C(Q) if and only if the closure of each open 
subset of Q is open. So in this event we call C(Q) a Stone algebra. 

We recall that, in any topological space a set is nowhere dense if its closure 
has an empty interior. Also, a set is meagre if it is contained in the union of a 
sequence of nowhere dense sets. 

A few preliminary remararks and notation. C(S) always denotes a Stone 
algebra and 0e C(S) is the zero function with value 0 at each point of S. We 
write \J ax for the least upper bound and f\ ax for the greatest lower bound of 

xel xel 

the set {ax}X£h when these exist. an\a means that {an}*= , is a monotone increas
ing sequence with the least upper bound a, and bn\b meaning that {bXL j is a 
monotone decreasing sequence with the greatest lower bound b. Note that if in 
C(S) an t a, then an(s) | a(s) except on a meagre subset of S ([11], lemma 1.1). If 
a, beC(S), then we write a < b if a ^ b and a # b. 
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2. Finite C(S)-valued submeasure 

Definition 2.1. Let X be a nonempty set and Zfbe a a-ring of subsets of X. Let 
C(S) be a Stone algebra. A C(S)-valued submeasure is defined to be a map 
m: if -> C(S) such that 

(i) w(E) ^ 0for each Ee^7, 
(ii) A c B implies m(A) ^ m{B) for all A, Be<f, 
(iii) m(A u B ) | m(A) + m(B) for all A, Be£>, 
(iv) if {E„}*= | is a monotone decreasing sequence of elements of if such that 

~f X 

f ) E„ = 0, then / \ m(En) = 0. 

Theorem 2.1. Let X be a non-empty set and let Sfbe a a-ring of subsets of X. 
Let C(S) be a Stone algebra such that each meagre subset of S is nowhere dense. 
Let m: Sf -» C(S) be a finite C(S)-valued submeasure. Let us assume the con
tinuum hypothesis. Ifcard (E) = c and {A x}xeE is a family ofpairwise disjoint sets 
in Sf such that ( J AxeSf for all F c= £, then 

xeF 

* (LM- )= V m(\jA) 
\xeE / ícE \xe/ / 

/ is finite 

Proof. It follows from the property (ii) of the submeasure that for every 
finite set / c= E 

and hence 

\jA)žm(\JA) 
xe/ / \x<=E / 

V m(\jA)*m(\jA, 
IczE \X£Í / \xeE 

/ is finite 

We now define a map A: 2E -> C(S) by X(F) = m ( \ J AJ for all F c £. It is 
VxeE / 

easy to see that A is a C(»S)-valued submeasure defined on 2E. 
Since card(£) = c, it follows from the Banach — Kuratowski theorem ([1], 

p. 27) that there exist the subsets Fkr c= E (k = 1,2, ...; r = 1,2, ...) 

(a): VreN:\jFkr = E, 

(b): VkeNVreN:Fk,cFk+Ur9 

(c): V/: IV-> TV: Q FAll)in is a countable set. 
n=\ 

Choose the sequences 

E*jE 

EII^E*2ÍEII 
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Flxr\Fk2]F2] 

FunF]2nFk3\FunF]2 

FunF22nFk3\FunF22 

F2]nF]2nFk3\F2]nF]2 

F2] n F22 n Fk3| F2] n F22 

We get countable many sequences. The submeasure A of the members of each 
sequence converges pointwise except on a nowhere dense subset of S. Let A c S 
be the union of these countable many nowhere dense sets. Then A is a meagre 
set and so, by the assumption A and also A are nowhere dense subsets of S. Thus 
for each point seS\A there exists a non-empty clopen set Ks a S\A such that 
seKs. Choose e > 0. Since Ks is compact and X(Fkr) (k = 1,2, ..., r = 1,2, ...) 
are continuous functions, we can find (by Dini's theorem) positive integers 
k,, k2, ... such that 

X(Fkx ynFk#n...n Fk/) (s) > X(E) (s) - e 

for all s e Ks and all positive integers n. Since 

Fk]] n Fk22
n - n ^ 1 H F V 

n = 1 

it follows from the properties of the submeasure that 

A(E*,,nFk2ln...nEv) j A ( 0 Ev)• 

So 

lim A(FA|I n ... n E,n„)(s) = 2 ( 0 -\» V") 
w -> oo * \« =. 1 / 

except a nowhere dense set B. 
X: CC 

Since f] Fk is a countable set, f] Fkn„ = {x„ x2, ..., xr, ...} and thus for all 
n = I « = I 

.v 6 K,\B there holds 

X(E)(s) -s=^Q Fk^(s) = A({x„ xi, ...})(*) = 

,0/>-CY^IYA)M y. "(y^h 
Since B is a nowhere dense set 
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A(£)Cv)-e_i(y m(U/")) ( , f ) 

/ is finite 

for all se Ks and each s > 0. Hence 

\ /C_ £ W / / / 
/ is finite 

for all seS\A and thus for all seS. 
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a non-empty set and let Sf be a o-ring of subsets of X. 

Let C(S) be a Stone algebra such that each meagre subset of S is nowhere dense. 
Let us assume the continuum hypothesis. Let card (X) = c. Let m: Sf -• C(S) be 
a C(S)-valued submeasure such that m({x}) = Qfor all xe X. If there exists a set 
Eeff such that m(E) > 0, then there exists Fa X such that F<£Sf. 

Proof. Let us assume that for every set E cz X there holds EeSf. If EeSf, 
then card(£) ^ c and hence by theorem 2.1 

/M(E) = m(u {-*})= V »'ÍUW) 
VveE / AcF \.\EA J 

w _ = e. 
\.\EA / 

A is finite 

3. cr-finite C(.S)-valued submeasure 

It is convenient to adjoin an object + oc, not in C(S) and extend the partial 
ordering and addition operation of C(S) to C(S) u {+ oo} in the obvious way 
by defining a < + oc for all aeC(S). Further, when {ax}xeE is an unbounded 
set in C(5). we define \J ay be + oc. 

ye E 

Definition 3.1. Let C(S) be a Stone algebra. Let X be a non-empty set and let 
Sf be a o-ring of subsets of X. A a-finite C(S)-valued submeasure is a map 
m: Sf -» C(S) \J {+ oo} such that 

(i) m(E) = Gfor each EeSf, 
(ii) A cz B implies m(A) = m(B) for all A, BeS/\ 
(iii) m(A u B) = m(A) + m(B) for all A, BeSf, 
(iv) if {En}n= , is a monotone decreasing sequence of elements of Sf such that 

/ X 

m(E]) < + oo and f] En = 0, then / \ m(En) = 0, 
n=\ n=I 

(v) for every EeSf there exist EneSf, m(En) < + oo, n = 1,2, ... such that 

£ = \jEaandm(E)= V m f l M ) -
n = I /, = | U -= 1 / 

Theorem 3.1. Let X be a non-empty set and let Sf be a o-ring of subsets of X. 
Let C(S) be a Stone algebra such that each meagre subset of S is nowhere dense. 
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Let m\ Sf -* C(S) u {+ 00} be a o-finite C(S)-valued submeasure. Let us assume 
the continuum hypothesis. Let {Ax}xsE be a family of parwise disjoint sets in Sf 
such that card (E) = c and [J AxeSf for all F a E. Then 

xє F 

\xeE / Icr.E \xel J \ xe£ / 
/ is finite 

Proof. This is a trivial consequence of theorem 2.1 if ml \JAX) < + 00. 

(
\ \X€E 7 

(J A \ = +00, then there exist the sets EneS/\ m(En) < + oc, n = 
xe E ) 

= 1,2 such that 

JA^JE„ and m(jA)=\/m(\jE\ 
xє £ n = 1 W £ / >/ = I V = I / 

Denote Bn = [J Ek. n = U 2 Then for each positive integer n there is 
k = 1 

m(Bn) < + 00 and by Theorem 2.1 we have 

m(BH) = m(\J(AxnBn)) = V m(\J(AxnBH))^ V m(j AX 
\ * e £ / / c £ \ x e / / * / c £ \ * e / / 

/ is finite / is finite 

Hence 

\JA)=v»«^ v ™(IM)-
W e £ / /. = 1 / c £ W / / 

Evidently also 

m ^ v ^ ttr _ 
\ x e £ / /. = 1 

/ is finite 

V ™(jA)^m(jA\ 
IczE \xel / \ * e £ / 

/ is finite 

Theorem 3.2. Let X be a non-empty set and let Sf be a cr-ring of subsets of X. 
Let C(S) be a Stone algebra such that each meagre subset ofS is nowhere dense. 
Let m: Sf -• C(S) u {+ 00} be a o-finite C(S)-valued submeasure. Let us assume 
the continuum hypothesis and let card(X) = c. Let m({x}) = 6>jor all xeX. If 
there exists a set EeSf such that m(E) > <9, then there exits Fa X such that 
F$S/J. 

P r o o f A trivial consequence of Theorem 3.1 is that if EeS/? for all E a X, 
then m(E) = 0 for all EeSf. This proves the theorem. 
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4. Examples and remarks 

We can obtain two special cases of a C(*S)-valued submeasure when the 
properties (ii) and (hi) are replaced by one of the following stronger properties: 

(1) m(A u B) = m(A) + m(B) for all disjoint sets A, BeSS or 
(2) m(A uB) = m(A) v m(B) for all sets A, BeSf. 

In this way we obtain in the case (1) a a-additive C(S)-valued measure* which is 
defined to be a map m: Sf -* C(S) u {+ oo} and such that m(E) ^ 0 for each 

EeSf, m(O) = 0 and m[(jEn)=\/ j ^ m(Ek) whenever {£,,};=. is a 
\/i = 1 / n = 1 k = 1 

sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of Sf (see [4]—[11]). In the case (2) we 
obtain the continuous from above cr-maxitive C(.S)-valued measure which is 
defined as a map m: Sf -> C(S) u {+ oo} such that m(E) ^ 0 for each EeSf, 

m(Q) = (9, ml [J A„\ = \J m (An) 'Whenever {-4X= , is a sequence of elements 

of y \ and m has the property (iv). (See [12], [13].) 
A positive linear functional y'on C(S) is normal if, whenever a„ | 6), we have 

if/(an) | 0. 5 is Hyperstonean if the normal positive linear functional on C(S) 
separate points. See[l 1]. If .Sis Hyperstonean, then C(»S)is weakly (or, oo ̂ distri
butive and C(S) is weakly (a, oo)-distributive iff every meagre subset of S is 
nowhere dense. See [10], p. 281. J. Dixmier [14] gives an example of a Stone 
algebra C(S) such that each meagre subset of S is nowhere dense but C(S) has 
not a separating family of normal functionals and hence S is not Hyperstonean. 
Kelley [15] gives another examples. 

A vector lattice V is boundedly complete if each subset of V, which is 
bounded, has a least upper bound. For each positive element e of V let 

V[e] = {be V\ —re ^ b 5£ re for some positive re/?}. 

By the fundamental Stone — Krein —Kakutani —Yosida vector lattice re
presentation theorem (see Theorem 4.1 of Kadison [16]), there exists a compact 
Hausdorff space S such that V[e] is isometrically and vector lattice isomorfic to 
C(S). Since V is boundedly complete then also is V[e] and thus C(S) is a Stone 
algebra. Further, Vis weakly (cr, oo)-distributive iff V[e] is weakly (a, oo)-distri-
butive for each e > 0 and this implies that C(S) is such that every meagre subset 
of 5 is nowhere dense ([10], p. 279 and 281). 
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О СЛЕДСТВИЯХ ТЕОРЕМЫ БАНАХА-КУРАТОВСКОГО ДЛЯ МЕР 
ПРИНИМАЮЩИХ ЗНАЧЕНИЯ В АЛГЕБРЕ СТОУНА 

2с1епка ^^^есапоVа 

Резюме 

Доказывается теорема о несуществовании нетривиальной меры, заданной на всех под
множествах множства мощности континуума и принимающей значения в алгебре Стоуна, 
равные нулю во всех одноэлементных подмножествах. 
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